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Abstract - Now a days Wireless communications is a highly 
demanded and growing field of communication technology. It is 
mostly used in terms of mobile access and cellular 
communication. Since its commencement, it has experienced 
huge development stages to meet the regularly expanding 
necessities of its extensive variety of uses.    Wireless 
Cooperative Network is most prominent area of research for 
sharing information efficiently and properly among mobile 
devices over wireless channel. In this work a cooperative relay 
methodology is proposed which utilizes the cooperative network 
with relay. This system is designed to communicate in dual hop 
mode and the transmission is completed with two modes one is 
detect and forward and another amplify and forward, and at the 
receiver side the combining techniques (ERC, MRC and SC) 
followed by 1-D digital filtering are used to reduce the effect of 
errors. Performance of the system is calculated as bit error rate 
(BER) which is shown in simulation results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When processing data between a source and a destination 
in the traditional model of a communication network, the 
intermediate nodes operate as decode-and-forward (DF) 
packet routers that transmit packets over point-to-point 
links. To overcome the complexity of exchanging data 
between the nodes at the edge of the network, 
communication protocols are developed to allow 
independent data flows to share network resources, 
enabling their arrival at the final destinations. 

Networks have a finite amount of resources available to 
execute data transfers between nodes, so finding methods 
to maximize the use of those resources is key to 
maximizing the efficiency of the network. Network 
resources are generally measured using metrics such as 
available capacity or maximum data throughput, delay, 
energy consumption, etc. Deferent metrics may be used 
depending on the type of network being employed (such as 
with wired versus wireless networks), but some- times 
there is a common trend among the network types (e.g.  
delay for real-time applications) that requires special 
consideration when calculating the metric. 

Adaptive power control introduces new issues that must be 
addressed to efficiently integrate it with NC. In particular, 

the calculation of routes and determination of which nodes 
act as relay nodes requires special treatment. 

It is expected that the contributions outlined in this work 
will aid in the design of more advanced, intelligent and 
efficient communication networks. Specifically, in regard 
to the integration of NC. 

Transmitting different samples of the same signal over 
essentially independent channels is a method by which 
transmit diversity could be implemented in wireless 
communications to solve the problems of fading due to 
multipath propagation. In particular, spatial diversity   is 
generated by transmitting signals from different locations, 
thus allowing independently faded versions of the signal at 
the receiver. For some scenarios, in which time or 
frequency diversity might be difficult to exploit due to 
delay or bandwidth constraints, multiple transmit or 
receive antennas at the same terminal are often desirable 
for providing spatial diversity  For example, the Alamouti 
space-time technique is a popular scheme that is widely 
used  in spatial diversity applications where co-located 
antennas are arranged in such a way that the relative delay 
from the two transmitter antennas to the receiver antenna is 
negligible. However, this is not so practicable in mobile 
handsets due to size and cost limitations. 

 

Figure 1.1 Cooperative communications 

Figure 1.1 gives a preliminary explanation of the ideas 
behind cooperative communication. It shows two mobile 
users communicating with the same destination. Each 
mobile has one antenna and cannot individually generate 
spatial diversity. However, it may be possible for  one 
mobile to receive the others transmitting signal, in which 
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case it can forward  some  version of “overheard” 
information of other users along with its own data. 
Because the transmission paths from two mobiles are 
statistically independent, this generates spatial diversity. 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the source node broadcasts 
information to both the relay node and the destination 
node. The relay node then forwards the transmission to the 
destination node. The source node regards the relay node 
as a virtual antenna, enabling MIMO systems to be used 
without having to add physical antenna. 

 

Figure 1.2 Cooperative communications scheme. 

The cooperative communication scheme is not only 
capable of increasing the capacity performance of the 
system. Suppose that the channel between the source node 
and the destination node suffers from   severe fading 
channel, and then direct transmission from the source node 
to the destination node will have low performance. By 
using the cooperative communication scheme, the source 
node can find relay nodes which have good channels to the 
destination node, use it to relay the transmission to the 
destination node, and increasing the reliability of the whole 
transmission. By selecting relay nodes closer to it, the 
source node can also save battery power, since it does not 
have to transmit at high power and can use the relay 
devices’ power to perform the transmission instead. 

II. COOPERATIVE RELAYING 

The idea of a three-terminal communication channel is 
introduced by van der Meulen in 197. The concept is 
shown in Figure 2.1 and is known as relay channel. The 
setup consists of three nodes: a source node s, a destination 
node d, and a relay node r. Communication between the 
three nodes is performed in two phases: broadcast phase 
and retransmission phase. In the broadcast phase, s 
broadcasts a signal to r and d. Both receiving nodes store 

incoming versions of the signal locally. In the 
retransmission phase, s and r send their copies of the signal 
to d. 

 

Figure 2.1 Concept of a relay channel. 

Despite its seeming simplicity, cooperative relaying turned 
out to be a very fruitful and multifarious research topic. 
This investigation gives a brief overview of some major 
aspects of cooperative relaying and should help the reader 
to get a broader perspective on the topic. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The mobile ad hoc network is needed to be properly routed 
for sharing data among different nodes of the network. The 
routing methodology decides the delivery of 
packets/information from one node to another node. Here a 
novel routing is proposed in which the dual hop 
cooperative technique is used to route packets. The dual 
hop network is network with at least one relay between 
source and destination. And after reception of packets on 
destination nodes there is combining technique which 
helps to recover error free information.  

To employ cooperation between subscribers, there are 
various relaying protocol and schemes could be utilized 
relaying upon on the relative client location, complexity of 
transceiver and channel conditions. These are the 
approaches that decide how information is handled at the 
relays end before further transmission to the destination 
end. There are numerous sorts of cooperative 
communication protocols which would be designed to 
achieve reliable system including the Amplify and Forward 
(AAF) and Decode and Forward (DAF) protocols 
implemented in this work. 

In this investigation the proposed cooperative routing 
methodology with dual hop system and combining 
technique is discussed for mobile ad hoc 
network(MANET). 

 

Figure 3.1 Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology 
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The basic block diagram of proposed methodology have 
been explained here in this in a very first block the 
information is generated and by sender it is transmitted 
through a channel then Relay DAF/AAF is employed and 
at the receiver side the ERC, MRC and SD combining 
techniques are used then after the outcome have been 
analyzed. 

 

Figure 3.2 Flow Graph of Proposed Methodology 

The given flow chart shows the simulation process in that 
firstly the environmental variables are initialized then the 
signal is generated then after Dual Hop Channel is 
generated and then the signal is transmitted through noisy 
channel after this DAF and AAF are implemented then the 
combining technique is adopted at the end the calculation 
of BER and comparison the results have been analyzed. 

a. Amplify and Forward (AAF) 

This is a basic cooperative signaling approach reported and 
analyzed by Laneman et al earlier where every user in the 
network receives signal with noise transmitted by its 
corresponding transmitter partner, amplifies received noisy 
signal and retransmits to the base station. The base station 
receives two independently faded signals and combines 
them to make better decisions on information detection 
from received noisy signal.    

b. Decode and Forward (DAF) 

This methodology takes after that the relay station decodes 
the received signal from the source node, re-encodes the 
received signal after decoding and forwards it again to the 
destination station end. It is the frequently favored strategy 
to process information in the relay since there is no 
amplified commotion in the signal sent. 

The received signals can be decoded by the relay 
completely. This process faces a huge computing time and 
CPU bandwidth. An error correcting code at the source 
makes it feasible for received bit errors to be adjusted at 
the relay station. Without that, the relay can detect errors in 
the received signal utilizing a checksum.  

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The efficient cooperative relay network using different 
combining techniques and 1-d digital filtering proposed in 
this work implemented and simulated in Matlab. The 
cooperative network with dual hop system is implemented 
using relay. For enhancement of the system performance 
combining techniques are implemented and these are equal 
ratio combining (ERC), maximal ratio combining (MRC) 
and source to destination (SD) with two different modes 
detect and forward (DAF) and amplify and forward (AAF) 
followed by 1- digital filtering. From the simulation results 
it can be observed the techniques with optimum 
performance.  

 

Figure 4.1 BER performance of Cooperative Routing in MANET 
using ERC with AAF and DAF 

In Fig. 4.1 Wireless Cooperative Network with dual hop 
cooperative routing is implemented is using equal ratio 
combining (ERC) is used with detect and forward (DAF) 
and amplify and forward (AAF) and the performance of 
the routing with DAF is little bit better with ERC. 

In Fig. 4.2 Wireless Cooperative Network with dual hop 
cooperative routing is implemented is using maximal ratio 
combining (MRC) is used with detect and forward (DAF) 
and amplify and forward (AAF) and the performance of 
the routing with DAF is little bit better with MRC. 

In Fig. 4.3 Wireless Cooperative Network with dual hop 
cooperative routing is implemented is using source to 
destination (SD) is used with detect and forward (DAF) 
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and amplify and forward (AAF) and the performance of 
the routing with DAF is little bit better with SD. 

 

Figure 4.2 BER performance of Cooperative Routing in MANET 
using MRC with AAF and DAF 

 

Figure 4.3 BER performance of Cooperative Routing in MANET 
using SD with AAF and DAF 

Now if compare all three methods it can be seen that with 
MRC wireless cooperative network perform better than 
others, so that for optimum results the MRC should be 
used. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed exploration, investigated the benefits of 
cooperative wireless communication. It presented a broad 
analysis of the protocols and combining techniques which 
could be employed when a virtual environment is created 
by transmission reception antenna and relay to boost 
efficiency in signal transmission. 

As from observation and analysis it is concluded that the 
performance of the mobile ad hoc network using 
cooperative routing with dual hop relay implementation is 
better when it is operated with detect and forward (DAF) 
or amplify and forward (AAF). Now other techniques also 
enhances the performance of the system as used in it equal 
ratio combining(ERC), maximal ratio combining(MRC) 
and source to destination(SD) is used with the above 
mentioned system, and among them MRC outperform.  

With the advancement of combining techniques and use of 
efficient relay will make system more robust and 
improved. Somewhere the more complex modulation 
techniques also help to make routing better in mobile ad 
hoc networks. 

Further scope proposed work in this field could involve a 
multi user scenario to examine the potential outcomes of 
having the relay working with more than a single signal 
source. Alternatively, a multi relay methodology could also 
be utilized where a single signal source operates with two 
or more number of relays. 
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